
Spearfish Rest Area/Welcome Center Corridor Study

+ Stay Involved

Welcome!
Spearfish Rest Area Corridor Study

Open House #2
5:30pm to 7:00pm

How to stay involved
Thank you for coming to the Open House! Please stay in touch, stay updated, 
and continue to provide feedback through the duration of the project.

Leave a Comment
Share feedback via written comments 
on the forms provided, by contacting 
the project contacts, or though the 
project website.

Visit the Project Website

w w w . s p e a r f i s h r e s t a r e a s t u d y . c o m

Stay up-to-date 
on meetings, 
next steps, and 
opportunities 
through the 
project website.

www.spearf ishrestareastudy.com

Presentation at 5:45pm



Spearfish Rest Area/Welcome Center Corridor Study

+ Project Background

About the Project 
The South Dakota Department of Transportation 
(SDDOT) and the South Dakota Department of Tourism 
have been working together to revitalize South 
Dakota’s existing Interstate rest areas and welcome 
centers for the traveling public.  Recently, the rest areas 
at Valley Springs, Homestead (Vermillion), and Wilmot 
have been reconstructed or remodeled to add a 
welcome center and update the rest area facilities. 

The Spearfish (Northern Hills) rest area is the next rest 
area facility within the state to be reconstructed. This 
provides an opportunity to review the existing location, 
as well as the nearby corridor, for a location that best 
serves the needs of those traveling through South 
Dakota, visitors and residents.

Study Area
The study area encompasses Interstate 90 (I-90) from 
the Wyoming/South Dakota border to Exit 17 on the 
east side of Spearfish and US85 from Johnson Lane 
to Centennial Road. It includes the existing rest area 
located at Mileage Reference Marker 1, along with the 
following interchanges: 

• Exit 2 at Red Hill Rd
• Exit 8 at McGuigan Rd
• Exit 10 at North US85
• Exit 12 at Jackson Blvd
• Exit 14 at N 27th St
• Exit 17 at South US85

Study Purpose
The purpose of this study is to consider if the rest 
area should remain at its current location or be 
relocated, possibly closer to the City of Spearfish. 
A final recommended location will be provided 
based on community engagement, partnership 
possibilities, physical and operational constraints, and 
environmental considerations. 

Need for New Facility
Although the existing facility provides a safe place 
for travelers, it is outdated and needs several ADA 
upgrades to meet current standards. In 2016, the South 
Dakota Department of Tourism and SDDOT completed 
the ‘Interstate Rest Area Revitalization Plan’ which 
recommended a full reconstruction of the existing 
Spearfish facility based on cost effectiveness and the 
desire to add a welcome center to further support the 
State’s tourism industry.

• Study Area 
• Other Rest Areas in 

South Dakota
• Major Cities

Rapid City
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Study Purpose
The purpose of this study is to consider if the rest 
area should remain at its current location or be 
relocated, possibly closer to the City of Spearfish. 
A final recommended location will be provided 
based on community engagement, partnership 
possibilities, physical and operational constraints, and 
environmental considerations. 

Need for New Facility
Although the existing facility provides a safe place 
for travelers, it is outdated and needs several ADA 
upgrades to meet current standards. In 2016, the South 
Dakota Department of Tourism and SDDOT completed 
the ‘Interstate Rest Area Revitalization Plan’ which 
recommended a full reconstruction of the existing 
Spearfish facility based on cost effectiveness and the 
desire to add a welcome center to further support the 
State’s tourism industry.
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+

Create a final plan which will guide the implementation of a new Spearfish 
rest area/welcome center.

Objectives & Schedule

Objectives

Identify potential locations for the Spearfish rest area/welcome center, 
including the option of keeping it at the existing location.

Complete traffic analysis for existing and future conditions on I-90 and US 85 at 
identified potential locations.

Develop feasible options for the reconstruction of the rest area/welcome 
center. Consideration will be given to utility needs and access, proximity 
to Interstate, ease of access, parking lot capcity and circulation, truck 
parking, ADA compliance, restroom capacity, environmental concerns and 
clearances, and welcome center space function.

Provide an environmental screening of the identified potential rest area/ 
welcome center locations.

Provide a recommended location for the rest area/welcome center.

Schedule

1

2

3

4

5

6
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+ Existing Rest Area

The current Spearfish rest area is located along I-90 (eastbound) at the Wyoming/South Dakota border.  It is 
located 1 mile from the border and approximately 9 miles from Spearfish.
The 38.5-acre rest area is accessed directly from I-90 and consists of a traditional one-way separated entry/
exit ramp design. It provides a single parking surface for both passenger vehicle and truck parking. Truck 
parking includes angled head-in parking spaces which eliminate the need to execute complex turning 
movements. The facility does not meet current ADA standards and needs tourist information outreach 
improvements.

North

25 Truck 
Parking Spaces

38 Vehicle Parking Spaces, 
3 Accessible Spaces

Outdoor Amenities:
8 Picnic Locations (4 covered)

Pet Exercise Area
Lagoons in working order

I-90 EastboundI-90 Westbound

Tourist Information Available 
(Staffed during Summer), 

Vending Machines

ADA Out of Compliance

Existing Visitor Counts
This chart summarizes the traffic visiting the existing 
rest area on a typical summer weekday, Saturday 
and Sunday and is broken up by passenger 
vehicles in blue, single unit trucks in gray, and semi 
trucks in red. 
Single Unit trucks and Semi trucks make up for 
22% of the traffic during the week and 20-42% of 
the traffic on the weekend. Semi trucks tend to 
be parked at the facility longer than passenger 
vehicles as truck drivers often stop to sleep. A 2016 
truck parking study showed truck drivers stayed at 
the rest area for an average of three hours during 
nighttime hours.

Existing Tipi Sculpture

2022 Rest Area Daily Traffic Levels
(Vehicles Per Day)
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+ Exit 10 - Conceptual Site Layout

Exit 10 Concept - Side / East View

Exit 10 Concept - South View

Rest Area traffic will require signalization
Near term signalization required

Legend
Rest Area Concept Sanitary Sewer Extension (9,840 feet in length)

Water Line Extension (3,550 feet in length)

Exit 10 Concept - Traffic
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Exit 10 Concept - Front / North View

Exit
Exit

Rest Area EntranceRest Area Entrance

Study
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Study Purpose
The purpose of this study is to consider if the rest 
area should remain at its current location or be 
relocated, possibly closer to the City of Spearfish. 
A final recommended location will be provided 
based on community engagement, partnership 
possibilities, physical and operational constraints, and 
environmental considerations. 

Need for New Facility
Although the existing facility provides a safe place 
for travelers, it is outdated and needs several ADA 
upgrades to meet current standards. In 2016, the South 
Dakota Department of Tourism and SDDOT completed 
the ‘Interstate Rest Area Revitalization Plan’ which 
recommended a full reconstruction of the existing 
Spearfish facility based on cost effectiveness and the 
desire to add a welcome center to further support the 
State’s tourism industry.
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Exit 10 Concept

Exit 10 Concept - Utility Extensions
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Exit 17 Concept - South / Front View

Exit 17 Concept - East View

Exit 17 - Conceptual Site Layout

Exit 17Exit 17

Off-rampOff-ramp

Off-ramp
Off-ramp

Exit 17Exit 17

Off-rampOff-ramp

Off-ramp
Off-ramp

Exit 17 Concept - Traffic

Exit 17 Concept - Utility Extensions

Exit 17 Concept - North / Rear View

Rest Area Concept

Legend

Near term signalization required

Study
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Study Purpose
The purpose of this study is to consider if the rest 
area should remain at its current location or be 
relocated, possibly closer to the City of Spearfish. 
A final recommended location will be provided 
based on community engagement, partnership 
possibilities, physical and operational constraints, and 
environmental considerations. 

Need for New Facility
Although the existing facility provides a safe place 
for travelers, it is outdated and needs several ADA 
upgrades to meet current standards. In 2016, the South 
Dakota Department of Tourism and SDDOT completed 
the ‘Interstate Rest Area Revitalization Plan’ which 
recommended a full reconstruction of the existing 
Spearfish facility based on cost effectiveness and the 
desire to add a welcome center to further support the 
State’s tourism industry.
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Exit 17 Concept
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Intersection improvements needed

Sanitary Sewer Extension (1,790 feet in length)

Water Line Extension (800 feet in length)
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+ Evauluation Criteria

Existing 
Location

Exit 
10

Exit 
17

Accessibility
Proximity to interstate, ease of access, driver 
expectancy, directional use, travel refuge

Cost
Construction, Utility, ROW, Maintenance

Environmental Impact
Wetlands, flood plain, cultural, special properties, 
wildlife, water resources, and noise

Impact to Existing Development
Impact to existing land use

Impact to Proposed Development
Future land use conducive for rest area/welcome 
center

Safety
Crash analysis, geometric concerns

Traffic Impacts
Ramp/Intersection Level of Service

Truck Friendly
Parking, maneuvering

Utilities
Rural utility, urban utility, utility extension

Welcoming
Proximity to border, visibility, scenic quality, restful, 
comfortable, informational

Estimated Impact
Most Positive
Neutral
Least Positive
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+
Existing 

Location
Exit 
10

Exit 
17

Accessibility
Proximity to interstate, ease of access, driver 
expectancy, directional use, travel refuge

Cost
Construction, Utility, ROW, Maintenance

Environmental Impact
Wetlands, flood plain, cultural, special 
properties, wildlife, water resources and noise

Impact to Existing Development
Impact to existing land use

Impact to Proposed Development
Future land use conducive for rest area/
welcome center

Safety
Crash analysis, geometric concerns

Traffic Impacts
Ramp/Intersection Level of Service

Truck Friendly
Parking, maneuvering

Utilities
Rural utility, urban utility, utility extension

Welcoming
Proximity to border, visibility, scenic quality, 
restful, comfortable, informational

• only merging and diverging conflict 
points

• no intersections to pass through
• simple geometry

• more conflict points, merging / 
diverging / turning movements and 3 
intersections to pass through from EB

• difficult geometry (crossing traffic and 
skewed intersection

• safety concerns with turning 
movements at existing stop-controlled 
intersections (high number of angle 
crashes)

• more conflict points, merging / 
diverging / turning movements and 3 
intersections to pass through from EB

• 3 intersections to pass through from EB
• moderate geometry (crossing traffic)
• substandard intersection spacing

• less than a quarter mile from interstate
• no intersection turns needed
• straight forward easy on and off
• along eastbound
• 1 direction serviced
• located outside city limits

• 1.45 miles from interstate
• 1 left turn, 2 right turns needed
• complex interchange navigation
• along westbound
• 4 directions serviced
• located within of city limits

• 0.45 miles from interstate 
• 2 left turns needed
• moderate navigation of interchange
• along westbound
• 3 directions serviced
• located within of city limits

• Construction - removal of building and 
picnic shelters for ADA compliance, 
minor landscaping improvements and 
rest area/welcome center

• Utility  - existing assessment
• ROW - none
• Maintenance - on site sewer/water

• Construction- removal of existing 
building and picnic shelters, parking 
lot, lighting, landscaping and rest 
area/welcome center, intersection 
improvements -signal  at Kerwin

• Tipi mitigation
• Utility - cost of utility extensions (hookup 

and service fees)
• ROW - 2-3 acquisitions needed
• Maintenance - lower cost

• Construction - removal of existing building, 
picnic shelters, and park n ride, construction 
of parking lot, lighting, landscaping and 
rest area/welcome center,  intersection 
improvements -NB turn lane

• Tipi mitigation
• Utility - cost of utility extensions (hookup and 

service fees)
• Possible geotechnical issues at this location*
• ROW -2 acquisitions needed
• Maintenance - lower cost

• no impacts to existing development
• no residential development present  
• nearest house 0.5 mile away
• no right of way needed

• impact to county parcel/storage 
space

• no residential development present
• nearest house 0.90 mile away
• 3 properties impacted (10 acre site)

• no impacts to existing development
• no residential development present
• nearest house 0.35 mile away
• 2 properties impacted (9 acre site)

• straight forward easy on and off
• truck parking sized appropriate for use

• complex interchange navigation
• truck parking sized appropriate for use

• some what difficult maneuver into rest 
area at Duke Pkwy

• truck parking sized appropriate for use

• no impacts to proposed development • slight risk of impact to proposed 
development

• moderate risk of impact to proposed 
development

• few enviromental concerns, tipi would 
not require mitigation

• no noise analysis would be required

• few enviromental concerns, tipi 
mitigation would likely be needed, 
relocation might be an option

• a noise analysis would be required

• few enviromental concerns, tipi 
mitigation would likely be needed, 
relocation might be an option

• a noise analysis would be required

• 1 mile from border
• visible from eastbound interstate
• moderately scenic for area

• 10 miles from border
• visible from eastbound interstate
• very scenic for area

• 17 miles from border
• visible from eastbound interstate
• very scenic for area

• no impacts due to rest area location
• no impacts with 2050 traffic projections

• signalization would be required at 
Kerwin/US85

• regardless of Welcome Center at 
this location signalization would be 
required likely by 2028

• NB would need a left turn lane added 
to the Rest Area Welcome Center

• regardless of Welcome Center at 
this location signalization would be 
required likely by 2050

• existing potable water system
• existing wastewater treatment system
• other utilities present (electrical)
• higher long term water/sanitary sewer 

maintenance”

• City water main extension required
• City sanitary sewer main extension 

required
• other utilites present (electrical, natural 

gas)

• City water main extension required
• City sanitary sewer main extension 

required
• all other utilities present (electrical, 

natural gas)

Evauluation Criteria

Less Positive More Positive
Estimated Impact
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+ Traffic Analysis
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Old US 14

Kerwin Ln

Duke Pkwy
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Current Rest Area Welcome Center Traffic

I-90 Ramps
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General Traffic Welcome Center Traffic

I-90 Exit 10 Ramps
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General Traffic Welcome Center Traffic

Duke Pkwy/Parking Lot
Intersection

General Traffic Improvements

Welcome Center Traffic Improvements

Legend

General Traffic Improvements

Welcome Center Traffic Improvements
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Welcome Center Traffic Improvements
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I-90 Exit 17 Ramps
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General Traffic Welcome Center Traffic

MRM 1 Existing LocationFORECASTS IMPROVEMENTS

FORECASTS IMPROVEMENTS

FORECASTS IMPROVEMENTS

Exit 10

Exit 17

Minor adjustments to 
ramp exit/entry points

Signalize & add 
turn lanes

Reconfigure Duke 
Pkwy/Welcome Center 

intersection to move away 
from interchange or 

combine with interchange 
as roundabout

Signalize (Near Term) 
& add ramp approach 

turn lanes

Signalize (Long Term) & 
add turn lanes

Signalize (Near Term) 
& add turn lanes

Signalize (Near Term) 
& add ramp approach 

turn lanes

Address close 
intersection spacing 
(restrict movements)

222222

148148

630630

476476

928928

842842
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+ Public Engagement Summary

Open House #1: 15-20 Attendees
September, 2023 

Stakeholder Meetings: 10+ Meetings
September, 2023

Online Survey: 65 Responses
September to October, 2023

Existing Location
• Accessibly and cost 

were noted as key 
positives to the existing 
site 

• Poor cell phone 
service

• Preferable for trucking 
community

• Preferable for disabled 
community

Exit 10
• Noted often as 

possible location

• General concurrence 
that the interchange is 
difficult to navigate

• Serves 4 directions of 
traffic

• Nice scenic quality 

• Difficult navigation for 
trucking community

Exit 17
• Noted often as 

possible location

• Bypasses Belle Fourche 
and most of Spearfish

• Nice scenic quality

• Serves 3 directions of 
traffic 

• Development is 
occurring at a rapid 
pace

Exit 14 - Heritage 
Center
• Concerns for 

existing residential 
development

• Bypasses Belle Fourche 
and most of Spearfish

• Concerns about 
limited viability from 
the interstate.

Frequently Heard Comments

98% have 
stopped at 
a rest stop 
before

Time they typically spent:

5 10 15 20 25Minutes

100%

50%

Likelihood they’d stop westbound:

Very likely Somewhat 
likely

Somewhat 
unlikely

Very 
unlikely

Would they stop if the Rest Area was closer to town?

• It depends on how far it is off the interstate
• No, I would stop at a convenience store instead 
• Yes, I would stop to use the bathroom
• It depends on how accessible it is
• Other
• Yes, I would stop for tourism info
• Yes, if there was an attraction
• I do not know

• Restroom
• Driving break
• Travel info
• Convenience
• Truck parking
• Other
• Next closest stop
• Interest, scenery
• Attraction
• Safety concern

Top 3:
• Restroom
• Driving break
• Travel info

What motivated them to stop:
• Family restrooms
• Educational display
• Picnic area
• Dog walking
• 24hr surveillance
• Internet/wi-fi
• Weather info
• Truck/bus parking
• Sitting area
• Vending 
• Other
• Emergency phone

What amenities they prioritized:
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+ Identification of Possible Locations

Constraints

Constraint

not limited by constraint
may be limited by constraint
limited by constraint

Existing 
Location

Exit
2

Exit
2 to 8

Exit
8

Exit
10

Exit
12

Exit
14

Exit
14 to 17

Exit
17

Airport Glide Path

Flood Plain/Wetlands

Development

Terrain

SpearfishSpearfish

AirportAirport

Existing
Rest Stop

Exit 8Exit 8Exit 8

Exit 12Exit 12

WyomingWyoming South DakotaSouth Dakota

Exit 2Exit 2Exit 2

Exit 14Exit 14

Locations for further study were identified by analyzing the study 
area for available land large enough to build a rest area/welcome 
center. This available land was then reviewed for difficult or 
impossible site limitations due to constrains such as the airport glide 
path, flood plains/wetlands, proposed development, and terrain. 
Locations were reviewed against the environmental Purpose and 
Need document to ensure they meet the established reason for 
proposing a project.

A green ‘thumbs up’ symbol shows the location isn’t limited by the 
identified constraint. A yellow ‘thumbs up’ symbol indicates that 
the location may be limited by the constraint, and the red ‘thumbs 
down’ symbol indicates the location is limited by the constraint.

Exits with least constraints
No new exits recommended
Floodplains 
Wetlands
Rivers and Waterways
Airport Approach
City of Spearfish

Exit 10Exit 10

Exit 17Exit 17
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Existing Location
• Tipi sculpture kept in place
• No land acquisition required

What we found
• There were no major environmental 

concerns at any of the sites

• Site differentiators included 
potential relocation and impact to 
tipi sculpture and cultural resource 
findings

What’s next
• Determine alternatives to inform the 

NEPA study (not part of this study) 
• 

• National Environmental Policy 
Act (“NEPA”) study - including 
detailed environmental studies and 
environmental documentation

Each site was reviewed for the following 
environmental concerns:

• Airport Coordination
• Wetland Review / Water Resources
• Floodplain
• Wild & Scenic Rivers
• Wildlife, Threatened & Endangered Species
• Cultural Resources
• 4(f)/6(f) Properties
• Land Use and Economic Resources
• Community & Social Resources
• Title VI/Environmental Justice
• Climate Change / Equity
• Bicycle & Pedestrian Facilities
• Visual Resources & Aesthetics
• Prime and Unique Farmlands
• Air Quality
• Hazardous Materials
• Noise Impacts
• Right-of-way, Acquisition, and Relocation 
potential

• Other issues

Environmental Screening

Exit 10
• Tipi sculpture relocation consideration
• Three possible land acquisitions required

Exit 17
• Tipi sculpture relocation consideration
• Two possible land acquisitions required

Exit 10Exit 10

Exit 17Exit 17

Floodplains 
Wetlands
Rivers, Waterways


